Yamaha xs 400 wiring diagram
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Hey Facebook people We've created a group for XS Check it out! Want an XS Go to the store to
order. Limited sizes and quantities available. Tags: chopper diagram simplified wiring. May 28,
Below is a diagram for the bike I just wired up. Simple basic wiring using a four position spring
return key switch. Like a car ignition. You would probably want to add some more fuses or
breakers but this should get you to a point of starting. Silverkrown , May 28, May 29, Well done,
nice pics, Super faithful to the parts of our bike! I am thinking of 2 10amp fuses, one to combine
the lights, and another on the the ignition. That middle thing you have in the center, I am
thinking that is a starter relay? Looks like there is a missing starter button? Silverkrown , May
29, Hey everybody.. I have a 83' xsR, does anybody have wire diagrams for this model, og does
some of the other models fit? Thank you. Lyberg , May 29, Jul 3, I see there are many diagrams
of different models, my bike is a XS 2A2, and I think I have all the original connectors on the
front, I need to know exactly what the connectors, fuses and wire colors lights turn if it is
possible! My idea is to turn sugnals two bar end, so I think I should be out there making a new
connexion, that you think about that? If you can show me how to do it graphically, because my
English is very bad for reading thank you very much. Jul 9, Jul 11, Hey guys. I just bought an 80
xs 3f9, The wiring was just a nest in a box. I am trying to figure this out but I've been searching
all over these forums and somehow cannot find the wiring diagram I need. And all I need are the
wires required for it to start and run. Jul 12, Pork Chop , Jul 12, Jul 17, Jul 26, I think it might be
ignition coils. I got spark but weak. Nov 4, Hey there, guys, I've been looking for barebones
diagrams that were available for 5. The seller has withdrawn the item and I can no longer buy it.
I would gladly pay them the amount of money, but I can't seem to contact them. If anyone could
PM me, I'd be immensely glad. Posted via Mobile. Nov 5, Mine is bare bones Here is a link to the
full sized diagram if anyone is interested. I used stock Yamaha wire colors, etc. Last edited: Nov
5, Dean , Nov 5, Dec 23, I don't really know what those are, or what exactly their function is apart
from the obvious, but they show up in every basic diagram I could find like the one in the
attachment. I cant really find a condensator either, which shows up on some diagrams If
someone could explain to me what exactly I need to get my engine started using the starter
engine and minimal electronics, or even draw me a diagram, I'd be infinitely grateful! Narratis ,
Dec 23, Alright, that sounds easy enough. Now I just need to find a condenser I guess I could
hook the starter engine up directly to a separate battery if I wanted right? Because I don't want
to be kicking too long due to an old knee injury Anyhow, many thanks for the help! Jan 8, Mar 2,
Screwed up post. Last edited: Mar 2, Jason , Mar 2, You must log in or sign up to reply here.
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making a donation to help support the site. Hey Facebook people We've created a group for XS
Check it out! Want an XS Go to the store to order. Limited sizes and quantities available. Tags:
chopper diagram simplified wiring. May 18, Last edited: Feb 2, Excess Impulse likes this.
Thanks for the color post Jayel. Plus a lot easier to follow the routing. Jun 5, Hey guys, will the
xsf be the same as the J? I found an 82 wiring harness for a Seca but the color codes are
completley different. My wife's bike dropped spark on one cylinder and then fried the inline fuse
in the clutch switch system. I'm looking to cut out the rats nest and simplify, the simplified xs
diagram is basic function for everything I take it? Thanks for any help guys. TheCopperHat , Jun
5, Jun 28, Jul 3, Here's my problem Im in the process of wiring up very small 12 volt battery to
give just power to the alternater. I plan to run everything else off the alternater. Anyboby know
how to do this???? Jul 5, This is my shot on a reduced wiring diagram, based on the diagram

found on xs What's still missing is the speedo light and the plate lights which are needed for a
street legal bike in Germany. But it's easy to add since you can just connect the cables to the
rear light wiring. Maybe someone can have a look at the diagram, I'm pretty new to that shit so I
might have made a mistake or two. Edit: it's a '79 2A2 and I'll try to translate the parts when I got
some spare time. Last edited: Jul 5, MitchMotors , Jul 5, Jul 16, Volcomskater77 asked:. Jul 17, I
will repost as soon as I have a new notebook. Mine broke but luckily I saved the diagram on an
external HDD. MitchMotors , Jul 17, Jul 18, Aug 21, Hi All first post so a big thanks to all you
guys making this a great resource. Aptly named. Cheers Guys. Aug 25, Im having trouble with
my charging system any tips. Dec 1, Travis , Dec 1, Dec 2, Dec 4, You must log in or sign up to
reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your username or email address: Do
you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your
password? Discussion in ' The Garage ' started by Travis , Nov 17, Search Forums Recent
Posts. Search Media New Media. Log in or Sign up. Yamaha XS Forum. Enjoying XS Consider
making a donation to help support the site. Hey Facebook people We've created a group for XS
Check it out! Want an XS Go to the store to order. Limited sizes and quantities available. Tags:
chopper diagram simplified wiring. Nov 17, 1. Let's make this the official wiring diagram thread
Please add them as you find them.. If you have a specific electrical or wiring question about
your bike, please start your own thread. Here are some wiring diagrams I found on the net.
Some of the file names give a clue as to what year or model they are for. Tip: To see some of
these at full size, you may have to click on them once or twice after they load depending on the
internet browser you are using and your monitor resolution. Credit to Travis , Nov 17, Nov 17, 2.
Nov 17, 3. Which one do we owe you a beer for? Nov 17, 4. JPG File size: Nov 18, 5. Nov 18, 6.
Hey guys. Very detailed but very simple to follow! I haven't gotten a chance to use them yet, but
when I do, I'll post the results. I was actually just about to post them on here, but saw that he
does have them copyrighted as intellectual property and I don't want to step on anyone's toes.
Anyways, here's a link to where I got them. Just thought it might be worth a shot for such a
do-able price. And NO. Just wanted to pass on what I found. Here's a link to one of his eBay
classified ads. Last edited: Nov 18, Kbarkilr , Nov 18, Nov 18, 7. I'd be interested in seeing what
they look like, but won't pay to see them. Making simplified wiring diagrams and selling them is
an interesting concept to me. It's kind of like taking an elaborate chili recipe, and using it to
create your own easy-to-make chili recipe to sell for a profit. You just use someone's
complicated recipe, strip out all the unnecessary stuff, and call it your own. Then try to sell it.
Then call it copyrighted. All someone would have to do is take your easy-to-make chili recipe
and change one little thing about it and now they can call it their own and try to sell it too. I have
a great easy-to-make chili recipe. Travis , Nov 18, Nov 18, 8. I looked at the ebay ad again.. He's
advertising all of those simplified diagrams to be for the XS and XS If that's the case, just look
at some of the simplified wiring diagrams on XS Nov 18, 9. I hear ya man. Jan 17, DCopp , Jan
17, Check out the bag of wires i was able to get ride of. Joshua , Jan 17, The colored are stolen
from Please take a link to us if use. But I think our german Models are lite different on the
electrician circuit. Sokrates , Jan 17, Mar 24, This is exactly what i was looking for. Apr 4, Apr
24, May 6, So far no luck in matching things up. Thanks for a quick reply! I found this in the tech
section for the Seca Thank you all very much. I'll be doing some forensic wiring this weekend. I
also got a printout of the "secret Yamaha wiring files" from my local dealer - they don't look
anything like what I see on the bike. Will keep you posted. You must log in or sign up to reply
here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your username or email address: Do you
already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your
password? Discussion in ' The Garage ' started by Travis , Nov 17, Search Forums Recent
Posts. Search Media New Media. Log in or Sign up. Yamaha XS Forum. Enjoying XS Consider
making a donation to help support the site. Hey Facebook people We've created a group for XS
Check it out! Want an XS Go to the store to order. Limited sizes and quantities available. Tags:
chopper diagram simplified wiring. May 21, Which would be the correct diagram for a '76 xs? I
am helping my little brother with his bike and I think there is a problem with his charging system
and it wold be nice to have the correct diagram for this bike. May 22, Cesaral, your brother and I
have the same bike. Follow my rewire write up and you'll be on the road today. Drewcifer , May
22, Aug 25, I don't want electric start. Sep 11, Menzi58 , Sep 11, Sep 20, Nov 11, Hey guys about
to do the wiring on my bike. Just wanted to post this and see if anyone can see any problems
before I go for it. Thanks everyone. Wiring diagram 2. Dec 6, Dec 11, I was able to use my stock
handlebar controls and when the kill switch is in the off position it cuts the power to the coils,
the lights, and the horn. The only drawback is the brake lights don't work unless the lights are
switched on. It wasn't a concern for me since I only leave the lights off when I'm kick starting
the bike so they're not drawing from the battery. Dec 12, Last edited: Dec 15, Jan 19, Tarlez , Jan
19, Jan 21, Sprunghub , Jan 21, Have found a circuit posted by wallstar, however 2 things puzzle

me, 1 the green wire from voltage reg goes to "brush assembly"? Jan 22, Can anyone tell me
how to wire my contact breaker to my ignition coils? Im trying to wire my bike to run with no
battery just kickstart only. Jan 23, As new member hope no one takes offence at me questioning
this. Last edited: Jan 23, Sprunghub , Jan 23, Never let an Amish electrician wire your bike up!
You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your
username or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes,
my password is: Forgot your password? Discussion in ' The Garage ' started by Travis , Nov 17,
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Enjoying XS Consider making a donation to help support the site. Hey Facebook people We've
created a group for XS Check it out! Want an XS Go to the store to order. Limited sizes and
quantities available. Tags: chopper diagram simplified wiring. Mar 2, Jason , Mar 2, Mar 3,
Jason, I think this fits your bike If that is attached to your solenoid as in this scheme, it should
start immediately. If not, your harness may be different I can be of no help if you're trying to do
this via a complicated harnass. Last edited: Mar 3, Narratis , Mar 3, So the wiring coming out of
the head and the coil need power and ground to start for some reason I just can't picture what
to connect lol I just wanna make shire the engines good. Jason , Mar 3, Mar 4, To get your
engine running, all you need is the top bit of the diagram. First, check if your bike has the old
contactbreakers, in which case you need to add a condenser, or pickup coils and a regulator as
in the scheme. Your coils each have two wires and the sparkplug cable. Now, with old style
contactbreakers it's easy: figure out which wire coming from the engine fires which cilinder
orange - right, grey - left Or the other way around Easy stuff. These you can then hook up to the
remaining wires on the coils. BUT, in between you need that condenser. The original part seems
to be two condensers, attached bottom to bottom It doesnt matter which side is hooked up to
which coil, its just one wire per coil to engine connection. Narratis , Mar 4, Aug 17, I have what I
believe to be a 3F at least that's what the vin says I was wondering why my pickup coloring was
different than everything else I have seen. I have a black, a white and an orange. Trying to figure
out how this mates up. The 81 diagram shows a red, blue and black. Any ideas would be helpful.
Curseduth , Aug 17, May 23, I found this thread over the weekend and it really helped me out
with the rewiring of my This schematic is confirmed to get my bike running, and the battery
charging at a steady I'm running an LED headlight, and a brake light - no dummy lights. Using a
small 4aH sealed lead acid battery. Figured this could help some of you running a similar setup.
Last edited: May 23, BBS likes this. Jul 14, I purchased the manual and it does not show in any
of the wiring diagrams. Any one knows what it does or is for?? Last edited: Jul 18, Jul 30, BBS ,
Jul 30, Jan 31, Sorry to beat a dead horse and i am new. I just want the bike to run. I have went
thru every page of this thread and i cannot find a diagram for the absolute minimum. I also want
to use a dirt bike kill switch as a start button as well as another one for the kill switch. BUT
electric start. HELP Sorry again if this isnt right. I am new to this forum Thanks again. Jmoore ,
Jan 31, Feb 1, You know what ends up happening, is that some people will post in to the bigger
threads. If you have checked out the Tech section, Drewpies re-wire is nice because you look at
it as a big picture, and then you can strip out on the outset of what you don't want to support.
So it ends up being you and your buddy Google to find the one your looking for. Others will do
like you did, and put it into a "current point" of that thread, totally unmarked as a diagram. Since
when this went on line for me. I have seen many, and like the first one I clicked on to see if I can
help you with a quick google search, I ran into a thread marked, "now I can not shut it off" You
know what that means, That guy found one. Alot of the builds have the same thought, after they
started the build, and want to update to LED's, or more brilliant headlights. Sorry for not being
super helpful. Feb 2, Where can i find an ignition switch like this? I guess the original key switch
is getting me held up when using this diagram. Jmoore , Feb 2, Feb 3, That's a keyless
ignitionswitch, you can easily find them all over the internet. Narra
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tis , Feb 3, Sep 10, I just got a 82xsj that had mouse problem, please help!! I can't find a specific
wiring diagram can you help. There's not a lot of specific material for the Maxims. There is a
Seca manual in the manuals thread at the top of the Garage. It has a wiring diagram and I'm
fairly certain the electrical is identical between the models. BBS , Sep 10, Feb 16, Hi everyone. I
have a 78' xs and im starting to work on it on my own. The taillight of the bike is on while im
riding and idle but it does not respond when I break. There is no intensity in brightness of tail
light. Any suggestions as to what to look into for this issue? Valerie Lopez , Feb 16, Feb 17,
Foot pedal sensor is on the frame, near the behind the foot pedal. Apr 14, Bury Me In Smoke ,
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